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REChARgiNg ThE MOTORCYCLE RiDiNg EXPERiENCE

There is nothing quite like winding your way through a set of tight twisty turns or flying down a backcountry road, fresh air in your face. A 
sense of speed and effortless acceleration flow through you on a cellular level as you ride astride your motorcycle through the world around 
you. Maybe it’s your favorite off-road moto playground or a stretch of paved supermoto style back road by-way. Maybe it’s getting across town 
to work or over to the store, or running an errand.  Maybe you just want to cruise for a while, grab a burger, and stop by to say hi to some old 
friends. Zero Motorcycles embraces the two-wheeled experience and lifestyle unlike any other motorcycle by focusing in a revolutionary new 
way on the essence of the ride. By using technology as a means to an end rather than an end in itself, Zero Motorcycles has redefined the 
motorcycle riding experience in several extremely important and fundamental ways; ways that no other motorcycle can currently match.

Z-FORCE POWERTRAIN: SIMPLICITY THROUGH SOPHISTICATED ENGINEERING
The Z-Force™ powertrain that comes standard with every Zero is nearly silent, produces no heat around the rider, is virtually vibration-free and 
accelerates effortlessly the instant you crack open the throttle. This allows the rider to focus on what matters most, the ride itself. Without motor 
noise, the rider hears better, is more focused and ultimately more connected to the surrounding environment. The silence is not only refreshing; it is 
downright exhilarating.  It also allows riders to go places and or possibly ride at times that would otherwise be unthinkable. 

To top it off, Zero’s direct drive system is designed to enhance the rider’s natural abilities by letting the rider focus on more important matters than 
pulling in the clutch and having to figure out which gear to be in. Free from having to match transmission ratios to torque curves and the rpm range of 
the motor, Zero riders can simply focus on more essential elements that lead to truly mastering the art of riding a motorcycle. Optimized acceleration, 
braking with more confidence, and cornering with greater precision are all benefits derived from direct drive.  Whether on dirt or street, direct drive 
offers significant other advantages as well, eliminating maintenance time and costs, increasing efficiency, and reducing weight and complexity.  

The result: A magical, Zen-like riding experience that feels like flying just above the ground silently without vibration, heat or fumes, and without the 
fuss and aggravation that comes from constantly worrying about changing gears. Never before has a motorcycle offered a greater opportunity to 
focus on the best parts of the ride itself. Acceleration, deceleration, leaning into a long, fast sweeping corner, momentarily defying gravity as the 
motorcycle takes flight off a jump or meets a sharp rise in the road, this is what the essence of the ride is all about. This is what a Zero is designed to 
do. Redefine, re-sharpen and refocus as never before the core experience of what it’s like to ride a motorcycle.  Now is the time to join the revolution 
and Go Electric.

CUSTOMIZING PERFORMANCE
All Zero Motorcycles' models have two performance settings that alter the maximum potential speed and acceleration. These settings make it 
easier to ride either more or less conservatively. They can also be used to better fit the motorcycle to a more or less aggressive rider.

• “Sport” and “Eco”: Starting in 2012, Zero's street motorcycles come with sport and eco settings. The sport setting enables the    
  motorcycle to go faster and accelerate harder. The eco setting conserves power by reducing the top speed, increasing regenerative braking  
  and decreasing acceleration.
• Level “I” and “II”: Zero's off-road models have I and II settings. The I setting reduces the amount of acceleration and lowers the top speed.  
  The II setting is designed for more aggressive riders and maximizes acceleration, torque and top speed.
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ThE OwNERShiP ADvANTAgE

There are some clear advantages to going electric, including: no need to visit the gas station, no oil, no exhaust, etc. In addition to these 
clear advantages, there are a host of additional benefits experienced by Zero owners on a regular basis that are not as obvious. Behind the 
design of each cutting edge model is a philosophy of elegant simplicity that keeps the weight of the motorcycle low, virtually eliminates all 
routine powertrain maintenance and yields stealthy acceleration. The result is an incredibly exhilarating ride and an ownership experience that 
appreciates mile after mile.

A LONG TERM PERSPECTIVE
As a premium brand, Zero Motorcycles is designed with the sort of quality and integrity that inspires an exceptional riding experience. Beyond 
that, the upfront cost of a Zero is not what it appears to be when compared against its traditional internal combustion counterparts. Each 
mile ridden on a Zero is considerably less expensive, making it considerably more enjoyable, due to the elimination of routine powertrain 
maintenance and no gas expense. As it turns out, when compared to other premium brands, a Zero starts saving the owner money on 
gas and maintenance from day one and over the life of the motorcycle. Zero owners actually save more than they would have if they had 
purchased a comparable internal combustion model.

OWNER ADVANTAGE CALCULATOR (AS SEEN ON ZEROMOTORCYCLES.COM)*
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ZERO ROUTINE POWERTRAIN MAINTENANCE
Zero Motorcycles uses direct drive in every model, and the street models have an entirely maintenance-free powertrain. An incredibly efficient 
system, direct drive channels power directly from the motor to the rear wheel; on the street models via a strong and silent, constant tension 
belt. Not only does direct drive minimize friction loss by eliminating clutches and gears, but it also helps eliminate the need for routine 
powertrain maintenance and reduces the weight of the motorcycle.

The Zero Motorcycles powertrain uses revolutionary technology to maximize efficiency and eliminate the need for complex cooling 
mechanisms. The resulting system produces so little heat under typical operation, that everything from the power pack to the motor itself 
is entirely air-cooled. The result is fewer possible mechanical problems and increased range. When it comes to maintenance, parts, fluids, 
transmissions and heat, less is more.

TOP 15 THINGS YOU’LL NEVER DO AGAIN
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

TASK GAS

Replace clutch

Adjust valve clearance

Replace timing belts

Check throttle body synchronisation & idle speed

Check clutch fluid level

Adjust timing belt tension

Adjust clutch control cables

Lubricate choke cables

Check external fuel hoses

Check engine oil pressure

Change engine oil

Change engine oil filter

Change fuel filter

Replace spark plugs

Replace air filter
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ENVIRONMENT AND INDEPENDENCE
Zero Motorcycles 100% electric powertrain significantly reduces CO2 and noxious fumes emissions while also saving oil reserves. 
Regardless of any one personal or political reason, conserving oil and reducing tail pipe emissions offer a wide range of benefits. In fact, 
because the electrical grid is becoming increasingly efficient year after year, a Zero will become more energy efficient and cleaner with 
age. And for those who truly aspire to absolute energy independence or  eliminating emissions, it is even possible to power a Zero using 
completely renewable energy sources. Regardless of where the energy comes from, there’s something very freeing about passing the gas 
station as the prices continue to hit new highs.

CONVENIENCE OF CHARGING
One of the most frequently asked questions regarding electric motorcycles is “How long does it take to charge?” An often used and fun 
response to this question is “About five seconds.” Electric motorcycles do not fit everyone’s lifestyle. However, for many people, it will take 
about five seconds to plug in their motorcycle when they get home, to the office or to another frequented location. And, unlike gas stations, 
since these locations are not dedicated to just “filling up”, one can be working, socializing, playing or even sleeping while their motorcycle is 
recharging. Just like a mobile phone, riders can plug their Zero into any standard outlet. Consequently, for many individuals this means never 
needing to stop at the gas station or deviate from their desired route (unless drawn to a fun and twisty detour).

Many riders may also be able to take advantage of public charging stations. Cities, states and countries have implemented large-scale 
charging infrastructures that allow owners of electric vehicles to effectively extend their range. And since these public charging stations are 
mostly located next to parking spaces, the motorcycle can be charging while the owner is spending their valuable time doing something else. 
Moreover, many of these public charging stations are actually free. Imagine going from spending $20 for a tank of gas to spending $0 by 
using a public charging station.

For riders who need the ability to charge faster, Zero Motorcycles offers quick charge options that will charge the motorcycle up to four times 
faster than the standard charger. For details on how long a specific model takes to charge, or for information regarding quick charging, visit 
the specifications page of the particular motorcycle model at www.zeromotorcycles.com.
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RANgE AND ThE REAL wORLD

OVERVIEW
Electric motorcycle technology is new, and, as the leader in the industry, Zero Motorcycles has developed a framework to let curious riders 
know what sort of range they can expect to achieve. In 2011, Zero adopted a United States government testing standard known as the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule (UDDS), to help riders compare the range of one motorcycle 
against another. The test, as it pertains to electric motorcycles, was incorporated into a protocol and promoted by the Motorcycle Industry 
Council as the “City Riding Test Procedure for Electric Motorcycles.” In addition, Zero also collected riding data from real riders on real 
streets. To share this information, Zero has outlined three real world scenarios. These can be used to better predict what the real world range 
of any route will be. The tests include snapshots of speed profiles, elevation and routes.

RANGE VARIATION – THE FOUR FACTORS
Range varies in electric motorcycles similarly to how it varies in gas motorcycles. However, the big difference between electric and gas is that 
energy consumption is averaged over a much shorter distance on an electric motorcycle. Electric motorcycles are designed for convenient 
daily recharges versus less frequent and less convenient trips to the gas station. As a result of the finite energy on board, electric motorcycle 
riders become much more aware of how efficient or energy intensive their individual rides actually are. The same electric motorcycle can yield 
vastly different ranges from one full recharge to the next. Even the same rider, on the same route, can achieve dramatically different results 
based on the way they ride and the riding conditions.

To generally predict how an electric motorcycle’s range will be affected, a rider can use the four factors: route, rider, weather and motorcycle. 
By considering each of these factors, a rider can use specifications such as  ‘EPA UDDS range’ as standards to estimate what the 
motorcycle’s real world range will be under the rider’s particular usage case.

It is worth noting that, outside of the four factors, an electric motorcycle will have range characteristics that a rider will not be able to affect. 
These characteristics are predominantly set by the following:
 •  Amount of energy storage within the power pack   similar to the size of a gas tank except measured in kWh
 •  Efficiency of the overall powertrain  how much energy is turned into motion
 •  Weight of the motorcycle / aerodynamics  energy required for acceleration and hill climbs / energy required to push air

FACTOR 1 - ROUTE
Range is most heavily impacted by the route. Increases in elevation, sub-optimal surface conditions, high speeds or headwind can all cause 
decreases in range. From an energy perspective, the best roads to use are flat, have lower speeds, fewer stops and smooth pavement. 

more…efficient

 •  Low Speed
 •  Fewer Stops
 •  Flat
 •  Smooth Pavement

LeSS…efficient

 •  High Speed
 •  Stop and Go
 •  Elevation Changes
 •  Soft Gravel

FACTOR 2 - RIDER
Riding style, attire and rider weight all play a role in the achievable range of the motorcycle. The greatest range is achieved by riders who have 
a smoother riding style, streamlined body position, fitted gear and who are efficient with the throttle. In the same way that a petrol vehicle 
‘guzzles’ gas when accelerating rapidly, an electric vehicle will ‘guzzle’ electricity. Rider weight has a marginal impact on range that becomes 
slightly more significant when travelling through mountainous terrain.

more…efficient

 •  Smooth and Modulated Riding Style
 •  Streamlined Body Position
 •  Reduced Cargo / Rider Weight

LeSS…efficient

 •  Aggressive Riding Style
 •  Fully Upright
 •  Heavier (Impact Dependent on Route)
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FACTOR 3 - WEATHER
The weather that is most conducive to riding also tends to be the best weather for range. Air temperature, wind and precipitation all affect the 
range of a motorcycle. Warmer weather results in greater range because it increases the voltage of the pack while cooler temperatures have 
the opposite effect. The single biggest factor that reduces range at higher sustained speeds is wind. A strong head wind will always reduce 
range regardless of the rider’s speed. Precipitation causes surface conditions to change and can result in an increase in rolling resistance or 
a decrease in traction which will have a slight impact on range.

more…efficient

 •  Warm Weather
 •  No Wind or Consistent Tail Winds
 •  Dry Roads

LeSS…efficient

 •  Cold Weather
 •  High Head Winds
 •  Wet or Slippery Roads

FACTOR 4 - MOTORCYCLE
Motorcycle factors that affect range are weight, tire condition, gearing, aerodynamics and age of the power pack. For an electric motorcycle 
to achieve optimal range, it is helpful to keep it in optimal riding condition. On a Zero this is simple. The power pack should always be left on 
the charger to allow for pack balancing; the tires should be inflated to the appropriate levels; the chain should be consistently lubricated and 
properly adjusted.

more…efficient

 •  Proper Maintenance (Inflated Tires, Lubed, 
                   Adjusted Chain, Balanced Pack)

LeSS…efficient

 •  Improper Maintenance (Underinflated Tires, Dry and/or Stretched
                  Chain, Unbalanced Pack)

SiMuLATED RANgE TESTS (DYNAMOMETER)

EPA UDDS
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule (UDDS) is a standardized test that is used to 
provide emissions and fuel efficiency data to consumers. The resulting labeling is posted on most ‘for sale’ gasoline vehicles and allows 
consumers to judge the fuel efficiency of competitive vehicles on an equal plane. Now adopted by the Motorcycle Industry Council (MIC) and 
named “City Driving Range Test Procedure for Electric 
Motorcycles”, Zero Motorcycles uses this newly 
adopted standard with the expectation that other 
manufacturers will follow suit. For electric motorcycles, 
this provides interested buyers with standardized 
information to compare the range of one motorcycle 
against another.

As seen on the graph, the EPA UDDS is a simulation 
of driving in a city where the rider has many stops and 
starts. As with any standardized testing results, the real 
world range of an electric motorcycle will vary based 
on the four factors mentioned in the overview section.

HIGHWAY COMMUTING RANGE
Zero Motorcycles collaborated diligently with the
Motorcycle Industry Council (MIC) on the 
development of a new “Highway Commuting Range” 
test and reporting standard for electric motorcycles. 
This new standard provides a range riders can 
expect to achieve during highway commutes. It is based on extensive 3rd party research which concluded that, when coupled with the 
distance traveled on city roads getting to and from the highway, as well as the distance spent in highway congestion, the average highway 
commute is made up of 50% steady-state high speed riding and 50% city-like riding. For Zero’s higher top-speed Zero S and Zero DS 
models, the steady-state high speed used in this test and reporting standard is 70 mph. For Zero’s lower top-speed model, the Zero XU, 
this speed is 55 mph.

The Formula:
Zero S and Zero DS 70 mph Highway Commuting Range = 1 / [0.5/(70 mph steady-state range) + 0.5/(EPA UDDS range)] 
Zero XU 55 mph Highway Commuting Range = 1 / [0.5/(55 mph steady-state range) + 0.5/(EPA UDDS range)

EPA Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule (UDDS) 
Duration = 1369 seconds, Distance =7.45 miles, Average Speed = 19.59 mph
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REAL wORLD RANgE - uNDERSTANDiNg ThE NuMBERS

Zero Motorcycles conducts extensive testing on range in the real world. The purpose of the testing is to continually tie real world results 
to the range specifications that consumers see on spec sheets. The examples shown here help explain why range varies under different 
circumstances. Riders can use these scenarios to help understand how their own routes and riding will affect the range of their motorcycle.

Each of the tests below is compared against the EPA UDDS test that is conducted using a dynamometer. The expected real 
world range is then estimated as a percentage of the EPA UDDS range.
 

 •……Riding to Conserve Energy: ~ expect roughly 120% EPA UDDS range
 •……Riding in the City:…expect roughly ~ 70%-100% EPA UDDS range
… •……Riding on the Highway:…expect roughly ~ 40% - 60% EPA UDDS range

2012 zERO s
REAL wORLD RANgE TESTiNg
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RiDiNg TO CONSERvE ENERgY

REAL WORLD IMPLICATIONS
Energy conservation is only necessary in scenarios where a rider needs to get from one location to another without sufficient charge levels. In 
this scenario, it is helpful for riders to know that they can actually go beyond the EPA UDDS stated range by riding slowly (below 50mph) and 
smoothly. This type of riding may yield over 120% of the EPA UDDS range.

Being smooth is the key to riding efficiently. Maintaining as constant speed as possible by looking ahead, anticipating stops or traffic 
congestion and getting off the throttle rather than applying brake is important. When changing speed due to speed limit changes or traffic 
patterns, adjust throttle position rather than going off throttle. Using regen off-throttle is more efficient than using brakes, but not needing 
to use regen or brakes is the most efficient.  If off throttle regen is not sufficient to slow you down as required, apply a small amount of front 
brake to trigger the braking regen of the bike, then apply stronger front brake for a very brief period to complete the stop.  Only apply rear 
brake for unanticipated stops, rear brake applies significant braking force before triggering the braking regen. Use eco mode as it has higher 
levels of regen which allows you to slow down more quickly without needing to apply brakes, also allows the rider to go full throttle from stops 
without significantly affecting range. Stay on roads with speed limits 40mph and below, and do not exceed speed limits.
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RiDiNg iN ThE CiTY

REAL WORLD IMPLICATIONS
City riding results in the most difficult to predict range results. The reason 
for the wide variance is that the definition of ‘city riding’ changes wildly from 
one city to the next. In addition, personal riding style has the most significant 
impact on range in the city due to energy needed to accelerate away from 
stops and energy lost when coming to a stop. Riders who operate their 
motorcycles in cities, avoiding highway speeds, can expect to achieve roughly 
70%-100% of the EPA UDDS range of their electric motorcycle while enjoying 
their ride.

RIDING SCENARIO DESCRIPTION
The example below depicts a suburban riding route through city streets 
to the heart of downtown San Jose and back. The rider encounters traffic, 
often cruises at 35-40 mph, hits speeds of around 50 mph and experiences 
elevation changes.

SPEED / DISTANCE PROFILE SNAPSHOT

ELEVATION / DISTANCE PROFILE SNAPSHOT
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RiDiNg ON ThE highwAY

… REAL WORLD IMPLICATIONS
Riders traveling at high speeds for the majority of their ride can expect roughly 
40% of the EPA UDDS range if traveling at around 70 mph. If traveling at 
speeds closer to 55 mph, it is possible to travel closer to 60% of the EPA 
UDDS range.

RIDING SCENARIO DESCRIPTION
The example below depicts a rider who starts near the highway, uses a number 
of freeway ramps and is riding on the highway for the majority of the route. If 
the route includes more city streets and fewer highway miles then the range of 
the motorcycle would increase. Conversely, higher top speeds and mountains 
would reduce range.

SPEED / DISTANCE PROFILE SNAPSHOT

ELEVATION / DISTANCE PROFILE SNAPSHOT
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ELECTRiC MOTORCYCLE FuEL ECONOMY

Electric vehicle fuel economy is measured in Miles Per Gallon equivalent (MPGe) which indicates, via an EPA prescribed formula, how far an 
electric vehicle can go using the same amount of energy as is contained in one gallon of gasoline. Electric vehicles are much more efficient 
than their internal combustion engine (ICE) counterparts. An electric vehicle powertrain can turn above 90% of the energy supplied to it into 
usable motive power. An ICE powertrain can only turn 20-30% of its supplied energy into motive power. The result is that an electric vehicle 
powertrain can operate at over three times the efficiency of its ICE counterparts.

Zeros are efficient, clean and inexpensive to operate. Depending on energy costs, the typical owner can expect to pay around $.01 per mile. 
At up to 540 MPGe, Zero Motorcycles produces the world’s most efficient complete model line of production electric motorcycles. This 
reduces global emissions, lowers costs to refuel and maintain a Zero, and translates into significant savings for the owner.

The Formula:
MPGe = (EPA UDDS range) / (power pack nominal capacity) x 33.7 (EPA kWh per gallon of gasoline)

model shown zero mX

model shown zero XU

model shown zero Ds
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COMMONLY uSED TERMS
MOTOR / SPEED………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Top Speed The top speed is based on the results of government regulated standardized testing known as 
homologation. Actual top speed varies based on riding conditions, power pack health and state 
of charge.

POWER SYSTEM / POWER PACK………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Maximum Capacity Maximum capacity tends to be the electric vehicle industry’s choice for reporting the maximum 
amount of energy that can be stored in a vehicle’s power pack. 

About kWh : Where gasoline vehicles use gallons, electric vehicles frequently use kilowatt hours 
(kWh) to measure the total possible ‘fuel’ or energy storage capacity.

The Formula:
Maximum kWh = (# of cells) * (cell Amp-hour capacity rating) * (cell max voltage rating)

Nominal Capacity Nominal capacity is the most accurate measure of the amount of usable energy that can be stored 
in a vehicle’s power pack. It differs from maximum capacity because it is calculated using a nominal 
voltage that is more often the norm than the maximum value that is rarely achieved.

About kWh: Where gasoline vehicles use gallons, electric vehicles frequently use kilowatt hours 
(kWh) to measure the total possible ‘fuel’ or energy storage capacity.

The Formula:
Nominal kWh = (# of cells) * (cell Amp-hour capacity rating) * (cell nominal voltage rating)

Estimated Pack Life (80%) 
Road

This represents the expected life of the power pack, to 80% of its original capacity, when the 
motorcycle is ridden according to the EPA’s “city” UDDS duty cycle. An electric motorcycle can 
continue to function normally with a power pack that has lost over 20% of its original capacity. The 
only certain change will be a reduction in range.

The Formula:
Estimated pack life (miles or km) = (EPA UDDS range) * (cycle-life rating of the battery) * (90%, to 
account for 20% linear capacity loss over this rated life)

Estimated Pack Life (80%) 
Off-Road

This represents the expected life of the power pack, to 80% of its original energy capacity, when 
the motorcycle is ridden with average aggressiveness on average trails or tracks. An electric 
motorcycle can continue to function normally with a power pack that has lost over 20% of its 
original capacity. The only certain change will be a reduction in range.

The Formula:
Estimated pack life (hours) = (average off-road range) * (cycle-life rating of the battery) * (90%, to 
account for 20% linear capacity loss over this rated life)

RANGE ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Trail Off road trail range is measured by the riding time that an average rider can hope to achieve on 
average trails at an average pace.

MX Track Off road track range is measured by the riding time that an average rider can hope to achieve on an 
average track at an average pace.
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RANGE……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

ePA…UDDS The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule (UDDS) 
is a standardized test that is used to provide emissions and fuel efficiency data to consumers. The 
resulting labeling is posted on most ‘for sale’ gasoline vehicles and allows consumers to judge the 
fuel efficiency of competitive vehicles on an equal plane. Now adopted by the Motorcycle Industry 
Council (MIC), and named “City Driving Range Test Procedure for Electric Motorcycles,” Zero 
Motorcycles uses this newly adopted standard with the expectation that other manufacturers will 
follow suit. For electric motorcycles, this provides interested buyers with standardized information 
to compare the range of one motorcycle against another.

CHASSIS / SUSPENSION / BRAKES ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Front suspension travel Wheel travel, measured along fork-line.

Rear suspension travel Wheel travel, measured perpendicular to ground.

DIMENSIONS / MEASUREMENT ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Wheel base The distance from where the front tire contacts the ground to where the back tire contacts the 
ground without any additional weight on the motorcycle (unladen).

Seat height (standard) The distance from the ground to the top of the seat without any additional weight on the 
motorcycle (unladen).

Low seat height (accessory) The distance from the ground to the top of the seat without any additional weight on the 
motorcycle (unladen).

Rake At ride height (1/3 suspension sag)

Trail At ride height (1/3 suspension sag)

WEIGHT ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

GVWR Gross Vehicle Weight Rating (GVWR) is the maximum allowable total weight of the motorcycle 
while fully loaded (motorcycle + rider + passenger + luggage + miscellaneous)

ECONOMY / EFFICIENCY ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Typical cost to recharge This indicates the average cost to recharge a fully drained power pack. More often, riders will be 
charging a partially drained power pack and will have a lower cost of recharge. The actual cost of 
recharging will always be dictated by the amount of charge put into the power pack and the cost of 
electricity flowing from the particular outlet.

The Formula:
Typical Cost to Recharge = (US average consumer cost per KWh) X (Power Pack nominal 
capacity)
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ZERO MOTORCYCLES
888-rUn-Zero……|……888-786-9376

170…technology…circle,…Scotts…Valley,…cA…95066

www.zeromotorcycles.com

*The information used to estimate cost of ownership was compiled using the most accurate information available at the time. Actual cost of ownership will vary based on a number of factors including 
energy prices, gas prices, actual maintenance costs incurred and motorcycle usage. The figures presented here represent estimates that are in no way endorsed or connected to any manufacturer of any 
motorcycle. Zero Motorcycles makes no guarantee that any ownership estimates or savings will be realized by customers.

©2012 Zero Motorcycles, Inc. All rights reserved. Zero Motorcycles, its logo, Zero X, Zero MX, Zero XU, Zero S, Zero DS, Z-Force and Take Charge are trademarks or registered trademarks of the Zero 
Motorcycles, Inc. Specifications are subject to change without notice. Imagery may not reflect most current product specifications, Zero Motorcycles reserves the right to make improvements and/or 
design changes without any obligation to previously sold, assembled or fabricated equipment. Rider shown is a professional rider on a closed course. Printed in California, USA.


